Executive Summary
The Northcenter business district (the District) is known locally as a friendly,
walkable neighborhood that is home to great public and private schools,
local businesses and high quality amenities and services. The District is
anchored by the CTA’s Irving Park Brown Line station and national retailers
like Trader Joe’s and Jewel-Osco, the latter of which sits just outside the
study area. The new Town Square, which is currently under construction,
will feature a public space to host local programming including the summer
concert series, the Saturday farmers’ market and more.
While the District is well-known to its residents, it is not considered a
destination. Locals typically host visitors and guests outside the district
for dining, shopping and entertainment options. However, the District’s
strong foundation of walkable streets, bike lanes, a welcoming business
environment, and proximity to public transit provides a base to strengthen
existing assets and, along with new investments, will create a vibrant and
dynamic retail district.

The Northcenter Vision is a resource for the Northcenter Chamber of
Commerce and key partners, including the 47th Ward Alderman’s office,
Special Service Area #38, and the Northcenter Neighborhood Association.
This document assesses the business and development needs of the
District, articulates a community vision, and provides guidance for future
priorities and investments.
The boundaries of the study area are Berteau Avenue to the north,
Waveland Avenue to the south, Ravenswood Avenue to the east and Leavitt
Street to the west.

Residents and business owners tend to describe Northcenter by its proximity to other
places: “south of Lincoln Square and north of Roscoe Village” or as “the neighborhood at
Lincoln and Damen”. Stakeholders also report that they consider places like Lincoln Square,
the Southport corridor and Andersonville destinations where they take out of town guests,
but lack enough options to make the Northcenter Business District a true destination.
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Executive Summary
The Vision was developed in partnership with the Northcenter Chamber
of Commerce, SSA #38, 47th Ward Alderman Matt Martin’s staff, the
Northcenter Neighborhood Association, and a Steering Committee that was
convened monthly during the process. The process included a range of
activities to provide a full understanding of the existing demographics, retail
market and mix, built environment, development opportunities, and other
strengths, opportunities and threats. This analysis was complemented by
a broad-ranging community engagement strategy that invited community
participation through numerous activities, including District walking tours,
community meetings, online surveys, canvassing, postcard and flyer
distribution, snowball sampling, one-on-one interviews and a project
website. Over 1,200 postcards were distributed with project details and
community meeting dates and the project website, northcentervision.org
had more than 1,000 visits.

Themes arose from participants, including general support to increase
density, particularly at Opportunity Sites on Damen Avenue, Lincoln Avenue
and Grace Avenue, and support for buildings in the four-to six-story range
that are built within the Transit Oriented Development zone. Participants
also indicated a strong desire for Northcenter to be a destination for
shopping, dining, retail and entertainment. In the words of Northcenter
youth who participated in the process:
•
•
•
•
•

“We need a place to hang out, like a teen center that offers classes,
drop-ins and pop-ups.”
“Our parents tell us we have to use the sidestreets.”
“We need more ethnic restaurants.”
“They should paint all of the benches and trash cans orange.”
“I’d like to see an art festival.”
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Throughout the community engagement process, participants described the
future they envision for the future of the District.
In the future, Northcenter will…
be a walkable destination
be a place to spend several hours
be walkable with family-friendly businesses
have beautiful gateways
be vibrant and diverse with a mix of local and
national retail restaurants, bars, services and 		
professional storefronts
have more green space, more public art
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Peer District Comparison
The Peer District Comparison report includes a demographic report
comparing Northcenter to the nearby peer neighborhoods of Lincoln Square
and Andersonville to gain a better understanding of the demographic
similarites and differences between the neighbohood.
The second portion is a zoning analysis comparing the zoning and building
height of the Northcenter business district to other business districts
anchored by a 6 corner intersection and a CTA rail station. The purpose of
this exercise is to see how Northcenter compares to other peer districts in
developing density near transit stations.
Demographic Analysis
A demographic analysis identifies key characteristics and trends for a
specific area’s population. Per the United States Census Bureau, the term
“population” is defined as all people, male and female, child and adult,
living in a geographic area. A household includes all the persons who
occupy a housing unit (such as a house or apartment) as their usual place
of residence.
The following detailed comparison indicates that:
-Northcenter has the highest population growth rate, income, housing
values and the largest household size of all three areas.

Population and Households Comparison
Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

2000 Census

16,528

35,107

22,466

2010 Census

17,131

30,887

19,270

2018 Total

17,741

30,940

19,281

2023 Projection

17,905

30,943

19,261

2018-23 Annual Rate

0.18%

0.00%

-0.02%

Population

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 and 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023

Northcenter

Lincoln Square Andersonville

2000 Census

7,834

15,904

9,423

2010 Census

7,905

15,554

9,156

2018 Total

8,132

15,684

9,218

2023 Projection

8,190

15,688

9,215

2018-23 Annual Rate

0.14%

0.01%

-0.01%

Households

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 and 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 20233

-Northcenter has the highest White Alone population, and the lowest Black
Alone and Hispanic populations.
-Lincoln Square has the highest proportion of residents with a Bachelor’s
degree or higher.
-Lincoln Square’s population is higher than Andersonville and Northcenter,
but Andersonville has the highest population density.
-Andersonville has the highest Black Alone and Hispanic population of the
three areas compared.
-Andersonville has a slightly older population than Lincoln Square and
Northcenter, and its male population is larger than its female population.
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Peer District Comparison
Population Density Comparison
Northcenter has a lower population density compared to
Lincoln Square and Andersonville.

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Family vs Non-Family Comparison

Andersonville
47%

19,338

16,128

Lincoln Square

Northcenter

53%

40%

60%

Non-Family

Family

Non-Family

22,420

Family

Andersonville
Combined 2010 Census and 2018 estimated household size data shows
that Northcenter households are larger. All three areas have more
non-family households than family households.
Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

2010 Census

3,746

6,240

3,546

2018 Total

3,832

6,209

3,512

2018 Percentage

47.12%

39.58%

38.09%

2023 Projection

3,855

6,199

3,496

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

2010 Census

2.17

1.98

2.07

2018 Average

2.18

1.97

2.06

2023 Projection

2.19

1.96

2.06

38%

62%

Family

Non-Family

Families

Household Size

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 and 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023.
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Peer District Comparison
Housing Characteristics

Median Home Value Comparison

Housing values are significantly higher in Northcenter compared to Lincoln
Square and Andersonville. All three areas have a similar occupancy rate,
while Lincoln Square and Andersonvlle have higher rates of renter-occupied
housing units.

Northcenter

$561,076

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

$410,765

$384,201

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

Housing Units

8,777

17,000

10,032

Percent Occupied

92.3%

92.4%

91.9%

Age and Income Characteristics

Median Home Value

$561,076

$410,765

$384,201

Northcenter is projected to have the lowest median age in 2023, while
Andersonville is slightly older than Lincoln Square and Northcenter.

2018 Housing

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

Median Age
2010 Census

34.2

33.7

35.2

2018 Estimate
2023 Projection

35.5
35.4

35.1
35.9

37.1
37.6

Andersonville

Owner-Occupied
2010 Census

3,580

5,637

3,502

2018 Total

3,476

5,253

3,280

2018 Percentage

39.6%

30.9%

32.7%

Northcenter

Lincoln Square Andersonville

2010 Census

4,330

9,911

5,653

2018 Total

4,651

10,064

5,938

2018 Percentage

53.0%

59.2%

59.2%

Renter-Occupied

2023 Median Age Comparison
Northcenter

Lincoln Square

35.4

35.9

Andersonville

37.6

Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 and 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2018 and 2023.
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Peer District Comparison
Income Characteristics

Gender Comparison

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

$92,765
$61,148
$132,484

$71,581
$51,175
$100,747

$76,607
$51,292
$105,735

Lincoln Square

Northcenter

Household Income

2018 Median
2018 Average
2018 Per Capita

Median HH Income Comparison
Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Lincon Square and Northcenter have a similar female to male population
proportion, with a slightly higher female population. Andersonville has a
slightly higher male population. Lincoln Square has the highest education
attainment, with nearly 70% of the population holding at least a Bachelor’s
degree.
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51.2%

48.8%

Female

Male

Female

Male

Andersonville

$76,607

Gender and Education Characteristics

2018 Gender
Male
Female

49.0%

Andersonville

$71,581

$92,765

51.0%

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

49.0%
51.0%

48.8%
51.2%

50.9%
49.1%

49.1%

50.9%

Female

Male

Education Characteristics
2018 Education
Bachelors or Higher

Northcenter

Lincoln Square

Andersonville

68.3%

69.9%

66.0%

Education Comparison
Northcenter
68.3%

Lincoln Square
69.9%

Andersonville
66.0%
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Peer District Comparison
Race/Ethnicity Characteristics
2018

Chicago
2010 Census 2017

Race/Ethnicity

Andersonville
2010 Census
2018

85.9%

83.7%

45.0%

49.1%

White Alone

71.7%

68.4% 45.0%

49.1%

2.0%

1.8%

32.9%

30.5%

Black Alone

5.2%

4.5%

32.9%

30.5%

0.4%
6.4%
0.0%
4.2%
3.5%
14.7%
85.3%

0.5%
5.5%
0.0%
13.4%
2.7%
28.9%
71.1%

0.3%
6.2%
0.0%
11.3%
2.6%
29.0%
71.0%

American Indian Alone

0.5%
13.5%
0.1%
9.8%
4.2%
23.0%
77.0%

0.5%
5.5%
0.0%
13.4%
2.7%
28.9%
71.1%

0.3%
6.2%
0.0%
11.3%
2.6%
29.0%
71.0%

Race/Ethnicity

Northcenter
2010 Census

White Alone
Black Alone

0.4%
Asian Alone
5.1%
Pacific Islander Alone
0.0%
Some Other Race Alone 3.6%
Two or More Races
2.9%
Any Hispanic Origin
12.6%
No Hispanic Origin
87.4%
American Indian Alone

Race/Ethnicity

Lincoln Square
2010 Census

2018

Chicago
2010 Census 2017

White Alone

77.4%

74.6%

45.0%

49.1%

Black Alone

3.5%

3.0%

32.9%

30.5%

0.4%
8.6%
0.0%
9.2%
4.1%
21.4%
78.6%

0.5%
5.5%
0.0%
13.4%
2.7%
28.9%
71.1%

0.3%
6.2%
0.0%
11.3%
2.6%
29.0%
71.0%

0.4%
Asian Alone
7.1%
Pacific Islander Alone
0.0%
Some Other Race Alone 8.0%
Two or More Races
3.5%
Any Hispanic Origin
18.7%
No Hispanic Origin
81.3%
American Indian Alone
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0.6%
Asian Alone
11.2%
Pacific Islander Alone
0.0%
Some Other Race Alone 7.8%
Two or More Races
3.6%
Any Hispanic Origin
20.4%
No Hispanic Origin
79.3%

Chicago
2010 Census 2017

Lincoln Square has a higher White Alone and Asian Alone population
compared to Chicago, but a lower Black Alone and Hispanic population than
Chicago.
Andersonville has similar race/ethnicity characteristics compared to Lincoln
Square; in Andersonville there is a slightly higher Black Alone and Hispanic
population.
Northcenter’s White Alone population is the highest of the three areas, and
almost double the proportion of Chicago as a whole.
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Peer District Comparison
The tables below compare the business mix in the Northcenter
business district to Lincon Square and Andersonville to gain a better
understanding of what types of businesses are most common in each
district

Northcenter
Business Type
Convenience Retail

% of Total
2%

Lincoln Square
Business Type
% of Total
Convenience Retail

3%

Drinking and Dining 20%

Drinking and Dining

30%

Entertainment

3%

Entertainment

1%

Fitness

4%

Fitness

3%

Healthcare

15%

Healthcare

5%

Other

6%

Other

9%

Personal Services

8%

Personal Services

10%

Retail

15%

Retail

25%

Services

25%

Services

13%

Andersonville
Business Type
% of Total
Convenience Retail

4%

Drinking and Dining

30%

Entertainment

1%

Fitness

2%

Healthcare

7%

Other

10%

Personal Services

12%

Retail

24%

Services

10%
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Drinking and Dining Comparison
Northcenter
Business Type % of Total

Lincoln Square
Business Type % of Total

Dining Only

65%

Dining Only

56%

Restaurant
Serving Alcohol
Tavern

24%

Restaurant
Serving Alcohol
Tavern

34%

11%

10%

Andersonville
Business Type % of Total
Dining Only

47%

Restaurant
Serving Alcohol
Tavern

47%
6%

Overall, Northcenter is much more “service” business oriented than Lincoln
Square and Andersonville, which both have a greater percentage of their
businesses “Retail” or “Drinking and Dining”. Generally, Services are
less of a draw to a business district than “Retail” or “Drinking and Dining”
establishments. Also, a wider range or restaurants means people are more
likely to visit a district since they will have multiple options when they are
there.
The lack of retail and dining businesses compared to its peers, and the
significantly lower population density, indicates that Northcenter does not
have a high enough population density to provide adequate foot traffic for a
more vibrant shopping district.
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Peer District Comparison
Zoning Analysis
It is important to consisted current zoning when evaluating how Northcenter
compares to its peers. The series of chart below show how the Northcenter
business district is zoned on a per square foot basis to other districts that
have a CTA rail station, a 6-corner intersection, or both. The comparison
districts are the Southport corridor in Lakeview, the Diversey corridor in
Lakeview, and The Milwaukee/Damen corridor in Wicker Park. Districts that
have a B or C at the beginning are zoned for commercial use, while districts
with an R and the beginning are zoned for predominantly Single-Family
use, while districts with an RM at the beginning are zoned for Multi-Family
residential uses. Districts with an M are zoned for industrial uses, and PD
districts are developments that have their own site-specific development
plans.
The second portion of the zoning district designation, the number following
they hyphen, denotes how dense a development can be. For example, a
B1-3 district can have a higher density and building height than a B1-1
district. The higher the number following they hyphen, the more dense a
development can be.

Wicker Park
Zoning District

% of SQFT

Southport
Zoning District

% of SQFT

B3-1

3.42%

B3-2

67.22%

B3-2

47.03%

B3-3

9.20%

B3-3

16.19%

PD

10.31%

B3-5

0.29%

POS-2

5.39%

C1-2

16.96%

RT-3.5

7.88%

C1-3

6.15%

M1-2

8.98%

PD 1235

0.41%

PD 1258

0.57%
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Northcenter
Zoning District

% of SQFT

Diversey
Zoning District

% of SQFT

B1-1

19.66%

B1-2

3.84%

B1-2

44.72%

B2-2

1.57%

B1-3

0.99%

B2-3

0.45%

B2-2

1.12%

B3-2

25.33%

B3-1

1.24%

B3-3

3.87%

B3-2

13.26%

C1-2

12.21%

B3-3

3.40%

C2-2

4.94%

B3-5

5.96%

M1-2

1.96%

C1-2

0.35%

PD 1068

4.46%

M1-2

2.16%

PD 609

2.11%

PD

5.03%

RM-5

6.34%

RS-3

1.49%

RS-3

2.93%

RT-4

0.62%

RT-4

30.00%

Overall, Northcenter has the highest percentage of square footage with
a density number of 1 compared to the other districts. This means that
the overall zoning in Northcenter allows for less density compared to its
peers. This is confirmed when comparing the average building height
in Northcenter compared to its peers. The average building height
in Northcenter is 2.36 stories compared to 2.84 in Diversey, 2.71 in
Southport, and 2.76 in Wicker Park. Higher densities, especially mixed-use
properties with rentals, provide more foot traffic in a business district to
support a wider range of retail.
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Northcenter Housing Needs
Changes In Multi-Family Buildings

Limited Availability of Senior Housing

The DePaul University’s Institute for Housing Studies (IHS), whose mission
is to “provide reliable, impartial and timely data and research to inform
housing policy decisions and discussions about the state of housing in
the Chicago region and nationally,” conducted a study of the challenges
facing the two-to four-unit rental stock (2-4’s) in Chicago and specifically
in Northcenter. The study found that while 2-4’s are a critical housing
type in Chicago and in Northcenter, overall, the stock of 2-4’s is shrinking
and 2 flats are disappearing from the rental stock. In strong markets like
Northcenter, there is pressure to replace older 2-4’s into high cost single
family homes. IHS identifies Northcenter as the neighborhood with the
highest deconversion permits between 2012 and 2015 and concludes that
the loss of 2-4’s in Northcenter, and Chicago broadly, “impacts density, the
rental supply, and the relative affordability of the neighborhood.”

The Northcenter Senior Campus, located at Irving Park Road and Western
Avenue, won the AARP and National Association of Homebuilders 2009
Livable Communities Award. This campus allows seniors to remain in the
neighborhood, maintain their activities and age in place. The campus
includes 104 rental units at the Martha Washington building and 86 condos
at Vincent de Paul Residence and Belle Plaine Commons. The Northcenter
Senior Campus is considered an important asset for seniors aging out of
their homes. The waiting list is currently closed due to a three year waiting
period and other options to remain in the neighborhood are limited. The
lack of available units for seniors combined with the recent significant
increase in property tax assessments may create a challenge for seniors to
find the type and size of housing they need.
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SWOT Analysis
Driven by data collection and analysis, community feedback, and
stakeholder engagement, the following list of strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats of the Northcenter business district was created.

S

Strengths
High quality schools
Walkable
Transit
Grocery stores
Theaters
Local businesses

W

Weaknesses
Lacks central retail
district
Lacks high quality
bike/ped
infrastructure

Opportunities

T

Threats

Vacant storefronts

Other neighborhoods

Vacant land

High housing costs

Kid-oriented
businesses

Lack of rental stock

Identity/brand

Gathering spaces

Lacks diversity in
dining options

Park space

Lacks teen
space/youth-friendly
businesses

12

O

Senior housing at
capacity
2-4 unit
de-conversions
Lack of density to
support retail
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Conclusion/Discussion
The data from the peer district comparison report and community feedback
during the engagement process both identify a lack of a vibrant retail
corridor in Northcenter compared to peer districts and neighborhoods.
Attendees at the first community meeting noted they often take visitors
to districts outside of Northcenter because they have a greater variety of
activities.

Coupled with a lower rate of multi-family housing and the highest rate
of 2-4 flat deconversions in Chicago, Northcenter is quickly becoming a
predominantly wealthy, single family-family home community that is pricing
out seniors and renters. Any opportunity to increase density should also be
leveraged to increase the amount of affordable housing in Northcenter, as
well.

The business inventory comparison demonstrated a clear difference
between Northcenter and both Lincoln Square and Andersonville in their
business district composition. Compared to its two peers, the Northcenter
business district is more service oriented, and its peers are more retail/
dining oriented. Retail and dining options are much more likely to attract
people to a shopping district compared to services, and the lack of retail
dining options in Northcenter is likely why shoppers are deciding to visit
other districts.

Overall, Northcenter needs to provide a wider variety of housing types
to grow and sustain a destination business district. This includes both
market rate rentals, affordable housing, and senior housing. Providing a
wider range of housing can also help create the critical mass of population
needed for a wider variety of retail and dining options compared to what
currently exists in Northcenter. Achieving this will require building moderate
density at key development sites in and near the business district.

Another key difference between Northcenter and its peers is density.
Northcenter has a lower population density compared to both Lincoln
Square and Andersonville. Northcenter has about 3,000 fewer people
per square mile than Lincoln Square and about 6,000 fewer people per
square mile than Andersonville. Density is a critical factor for vibrant, urban
business districts. In order to sustain the business mix that is necessary
to create a destination business district, Northcenter will need to increase
its population density, where possible. This requires building mixed-use
buildings in existing vacant parcels to add to the housing stock in the
neighborhood. Development at these sites should focus on increasing the
rental housing stock in the area.
There is also a trend of housing options narrowing in Northcenter. Median
household income is about $20,000 higher in Northcenter compared to its
peers. The median Home value is almost $200,000 higher in Northcenter
than in Andersonville, and about $150,000 higher than Lincoln Square.
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Recommendations
Achieving the desired future for the District will depend on increasing
residential density while broadening the range of housing types and price
points, the continuation of high quality schools, amplifying the District
brand and identity, and improving the public right of way to create a
comfortable street experience for users of all ages and physical abilities.
Recommendations to achieve the desired future have been divided into
four categories: Neighborhood Identity, Public Way Improvements, Business
Support, and Density. While none of these recommendations alone will
provide the desired future, together they can attract more residents and
build a welcoming street environment to support local businesses.

Neighborhood Identity

14

●

Reinforce the existing Northcenter Chamber of Commerce
brand and expand throughout the district by using the
existing color scheme and logo to unify street furniture.
Paint existing furniture like bike racks, trash cans, benches and
incorporate new wayfinding kiosks to unify the District. Additionally,
stenciling “Provided by SSA #38” to the street furniture will raise
awareness of the benefit the SSA is providing to the community.

●

Distinguish all major entry points as gateways to the District.
Create a cohesive District experience that connects the areas north
and south of Irving Park Road, including the new Town Square,
by installing gateway signage and wayfinding kiosks that further
amplify the District brand and provide critical information to users.

●

Partner with local organizations and businesses to promote
a welcoming street environment. Use elements like signage,
awnings, planters, lights, sandwich boards, banners, seating and
dog bowls throughout the District to create a stronger sense of
place. Work with the City of Chicago to allow for greater flexibility in
street enrichment.

Public Way Improvements
●

Partner with the Chicago Dept. of Transportation’s Bicycle
and Pedestrian Safety program to explore improvements to
the public right of way at critical locations. Prioritize the sixcorner intersection at Lincoln Avenue, Irving Park Road and Damen
Avenue. Northcenter Vision participants mapped safety priority
areas and reported concerns about high traffic speeds, and a
general lack of feeling of safety, particularly when walking or biking.
Youth reported that their parents do not allow them to use the
major streets due to safety concerns.

●

Examine opportunities to install curb extensions, protected
bike lanes, crosswalk improvements, and signal timing.
These improvements could provide additional benefits of reducing
the barrier created by Irving Park Road between the northern
and southern portions of the District while providing additional
opportunities for District branding. Northenter Vision participants
reported that the intersections of Wolcott Avenue and Irving Park
Road and Hoyne Avenue and Irving Park Road should also be
prioritized for similar improvements.

●

Consider tools from Chicago Dept. of Transportation’s Make
Way for People program to install one or more People Spots
in key locations in the District. The Metropolitan Planning
Council’s study “Chicago’s People Spots” reported that 80% of
businesses found that People Spots increased foot traffic and
tend to be more successful when located in close proximity to food
establishments. To test the concept of installing a People Spot,
participate in PARK(ing) Day.

Northcenter Vision

Recommendations
Business Support
●

Make Northcenter a destination for residents and visitors
by curating multiple four hour experiences. The four hour
experience refers to a place where visitors and residents have
multiple reasons to visit a business district: shopping, dining,
cultural activities, people watching, entertainment, relaxing in a
public space and more. Potential experiences include spending
a Saturday morning visiting the farmers’ market, enjoying brunch
in a local restaurant, and shopping at District boutiques. Another
experience could include partnering with the Greater Ravenswood
Chamber of Commerce Northcenter for beer tastings at local
breweries followed by shopping and dining in the District.

●

Highlight unique experiential businesses such as 38543862 Lincoln Avenue. This unique and well-curated block is a
destination within the District and should be highlighted to attract
visitors who might be opting to spend their time and money in
nearby neighborhoods instead.

●

Host entrepreneur tours to highlight business opportunities.
Develop a target list of business types that will benefit the District
including a broader range of restaurants, clothing and apparel,
home goods and furnishings, coffee shops, family- and teen-friendly
businesses (cooking, art, birthday parties, places to “drop-in”) and
art galleries.

● Consider events that can either unify  OR subdivide
the district. In marketing Chamber events, offer distinct
experiences that capture the northern or southern geography.
● Participate in PARK(ing) Day to introduce users of
the District to the concept of a People Spot. Host a
competition for the best PARK(ing) Day design that could
inform the design of a future People Spot.

● Expand upon existing events like Small Business
Saturday. Host additional similar programs like late-night
shopping throughout the holiday season. Build on the
successful holiday lights initiative, invite businesses to
provide beverages or holiday treats, or provide live music in
key locations. Host pop-up vendors in vacant storefronts and
encourage shoppers to dine locally.
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Recommendations
Density
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●

Launch an education and communication campaign on the
benefits of increasing density near transit. The District has
very strong public transit assets with the Irving Park Brown Line and
the Addison station just to the south.

●

Capitalize on existing tools like the Affordable
Requirements Ordinance (ARO) to encourage the creation of
new affordable housing units in the District. The ARO “applies
to residential developments of 10 or more units and requires
that developers provide 10 percent of their units at affordable
prices. The ordinance also applies if a zoning change is granted
that increases the project density or allows a residential use not
previously allowed.” Encourage developers to keep affordable units
on site.

●

Discourage two to four unit deconversions and support
legislation for Accessory Dwelling Units (ADU). Participate
in programs like AARP Community Challenge Grant 2019, which
recently provided a grant to Chicago non-profit, Elevate Energy,
to help “low-income senior homeowners make comprehensive
renovations to their two-unit buildings.” Maintaining multi-family
buildings and ADUs can provide rental opportunities that can help
maintain affordability for long term residents and increase rental
units, increase density and promote aging in place for seniors.

●

Increase density at opportunity sites. Increase density up to six
stories at 3904 N. Damen Ave.,five stories at 1801 W. Grace Ave.,
and four stories at 4008 N. Lincoln Ave.

●

Launch an education and communication campaign to inform
residents and other stakeholders of the benefits that increasing
density could provide for the Northcenter Business District. Helping
residents and business owners make the connection between
density and a healthy business district would allow for productive
community conversations regarding new development proposals.

●

Host developer tours, proactively seek out developers
who are interested in building on-site affordable housing.
Engaging the developer and entrepreneur community can help
speed up the development process, and identify key partners in
redeveloping key portions of the business district.

Northcenter Vision

Recommendations
Opportunity Sites

Opportunity Sites Map

There are three vacant properties in or near the Northcenter business
district that present opportunities to increase density and provide a greater
variety of housing types to help better support local businesses.

Address

Zoning

4008 N. Lincoln Ave.

B1-1

3940 N. Damen Ave.

Planned Development

1801 W. Grace Ave.

B2-2

Results from the online survey show that there is general support for
increasing density at each of these sites. 53% of survey respondents
supported 2-4 stories on these sites, and 47% of respondents support
building 5 stories or taller. Respondents often used Grace Point as a model
for building aesthetic and said that they would support increasing the
number of stories if buildings were setback from the sidewalk to mitigate
the canyon effect.

4008 N Lincoln
3940 N Damen

1801 W Grace

Local leaders should conduct an education and communication campaign
about the benefit of building density near transit and how density supports
a business district.
Local leaders should host a community site planning process to build
support for increasing density in the district and develop priorities for
the community at these sites to help developers create proposals that
are compatible with the community’s desires. Being proactive in the site
planning process has the potential to shorten development timelines to add
the density needed in the business district.
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4008 N Lincoln
A building height of 3 stories is proposed for 4008 N Lincoln Ave. This
added density in the business district would be in character with the heights
of surrounding buildings.
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Recommendations
3940 N Damen
A building height of 6 stories is proposed for 3940 N Damen to add density
to the business district at a prominent location that features easy access
to public transit. A setback of the upper stories would mitigate a canyon
effect, and the height of 6 stories is in line with the various 5 and 4 story
buildings nearby.
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Recommendations
1801 W Grace
A building height of 5 stories is proposed for 1801 W Grace. The proximity
to the Addison Brown Line station makes this site an ideal location for
added density. The height is also the same as the building across the street,
fitting the character of the buildings around it.
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Process
The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (S. W. O. T.)
analysis examined market trends and gaps with a focus on spending and
online retail. It also provided input from stakeholders’ experiences and
aspirations for the District. The S.W.O.T. is accompanied by an interactive
web-map that includes business name, address and owner (if available),
type (retail, services, dining, etc.).
The Peer District Comparison examined the current retail market
and mix, real estate market, an analysis of the two to four flat stock,
demographics and retail leakage rates. This section also compared
businesses and zoning to peer district.
The Aesthetic Preference Study summarizes the community’s
preferences for new building design and height, aesthetics and massing.
It also provides a starting point for future branding of the district
using wayfinding, signage, streetscape elements and other public way
improvements to visually and physically connect the district and help
amplify a sense of place.
The Northcenter Business District has significant development
opportunities, which are discussed in the Opportunity Sites section.
These sites have been selected due to their size, proximity to transit and
opportunity to provide a broader range of housing types that can help bring
more people to live in the district, which will in turn help support the local
businesses.
Stakeholders in Northcenter had a variety of opportunities to participate
in the Community Engagement process. Activities included community
meetings, one-on-one interviews, website, online surveys and quick polls,
community events (farmers’ markets, concerts, etc.), and neighborhood
walking tours, including one hosted specifically for local teenagers. In total,
over 1,000 people were engaged in one of these activities.
Lastly, a new online mapping tool was developed and customized with
Northcenter Business District data.
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